Digital Preservation Service

Overview

The Digital Preservation Service suite harnesses Internet Archive’s not-for-profit, self-owned and operated data centers to provide custom data, monitoring, and locality features for mission-aligned partners at costs much lower than commercial, for-profit cloud providers.

The service’s interactive dashboard provides a snapshot of current data types, statistics, storage locations, and fixity reports.

Features

Content
Digital Preservation Service accepts any type of content, from individual files to datasets to Archival Information Packages (AIPs).

Replication
The service allows users to store and preserve however many copies of archival data as they wish. Copies can also be stored in both commercial and institutional third-party cloud systems.

Geolocation
Archived data can be stored in Internet Archive data center locations around the world, including 3 nations on 2 continents.

Architectures
Archived data can be stored in multiple technical storage architectures, to reduce technology risk.

Fixity
Fixity checks can be run as frequently as users wish, with the additional capability to apply different frequencies for different subsets of archived data and receive reports on all verification and repair actions.

Join Us

Contact us to learn more about this service.

Email ait@archive.org  Archive-It archive-it.org  Internet Archive archive.org